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Abstract
This paper discusses a scenario approach to robust optimization of a blackbox function
in a bandit setting. We assume that the blackbox function can be modeled as a Gaussian
Process (GP) for every realization of the uncertain parameter. We adopt a scenario approach
in which we draw fixed independent samples of the uncertain parameter. For a given policy,
i.e., a sequence of query points and uncertain parameters in the sampled set, we introduce a
notion of regret defined with respect to additional draws of the uncertain parameter, termed
as scenario regret under re-draw. We present a scenario-based iterative algorithm using the
upper confidence bound (UCB) of the fixed independent scenarios to compute a policy for the
blackbox optimization. For this algorithm, we characterize a high probability upper bound
on the regret under re-draw for any finite number of iterations of the algorithm. We further
characterize parameter regimes in which the regret tends to zero asymptotically with the number
of iterations with high probability. Finally, we supplement our analysis with numerical results.
1 Introduction
Blackbox optimization refers to the problem of optimizing a function which is described only by
input output values. In a bandit setting, one can only query the function at any given point in
the domain and obtain the value of the function corrupted by noise. Therefore, even if one queries
the function at every point in the domain, one does not obtain the optimal value definitively. In
these problems, one does not have access to the form of the function and the computation of the
gradient of the function at any given value can be extremely expensive or not feasible at all. This
limitation rules out several popular gradient-based algorithms for optimization.
In many control problems related to aerospace as well as large sized commercial domain applica-
tions, blackbox functions commonly arise in the form of complex simulations being put together in
software or as hardware-in-the-loop simulators. There are several sources of uncertainty in terms of
choices of some parameters in blackbox functions and the blackbox functions are optimized for the
worst case of the uncertainty in a max-min formulation. Standard metrics to analyze the perfor-
mance of bandit problems is the notion of regret, which is the average difference between the value
of the function evaluated at multiple points and the unknown optimal value of the function. This
paper applies a scenario-based framework to robust blackbox optimization and performs finite-time
and asymptotic analysis of a novel robust notion of regret.
∗Corresponding author: Shaunak D. Bopardikar. Email: bshaunak@gmail.com. Shaunak D. Bopardikar was
supported by United Technologies Research Center. Vaibhav Srivastava is with the Department of Electrical and
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Deterministic approaches to robust blackbox optimization were proposed in [1] for the case of
unconstrained optimization and in [2] for the case of constraints. Among stochastic approaches to
blackbox optimization, a popular approach is based on the assumption that the unknown function
can be represented as a GP [3]. Typical approaches to black-box optimization have been of an
iterative nature and identify an acquisition or surrogate function to optimize at every iteration,
evaluate the blackbox at the optimum of the acquisition function and finally update the acquisition
function using all data up to that iteration. Acquisition functions employed successfully so far are
the UCB of a GP [4], expected value and probability of improvement [5]. GP-based approaches to
robust blackbox optimization have also received recent attention. [6] proposes an efficient approach
by defining a GP jointly over the optimization variable and the uncertain parameter and optimizes
the value of information metric at every iteration.
The bandit approach to optimization has been explored in the control theory literature [7, 8, 9,
10]. The bandit setting for the blackbox optimization is similar in spirit to the Bayesian approach
to the so-called multi-armed bandit problem [11, 12, 13]. Although these works employ Bayesian
algorithms, a frequentist notion of regret is analyzed therein.
In the literature so far, there is a clear understanding of how the regret (difference between
the current function value at every iteration and the global optimum) behaves temporally. For
a blackbox function that is defined jointly over the design parameters selected by the user and
uncertain parameters that are inaccessible to the user during the experiment (and are selected
later by the nature), there are no theoretical guarantees (to the best of our knowledge) on how
the iterative solution will perform against the actual realization of the uncertain parameter. To
this end, we adopt a scenario approach for robust optimization wherein several realizations of the
uncertain parameters are sampled and the function is optimized for the worst scenario [14].
Scenario approach has been used to address computationally complex robust optimization aris-
ing in control design [15, 16, 17]. This approach has found several specific applications in which the
goal is to characterize the probability with which the true uncertainty will violate the constraints
defined by the sample-based solution. Examples include robust model predictive control [18] and its
applications to energy efficient buildings [19], compression learning problems [20], and probabilistic
solutions to large matrix games [21].
This paper discusses a scenario approach applied to robust optimization of a blackbox function
over a discrete domain in a bandit setting. We assume that the blackbox function can be modeled
as a GP for every realization of the uncertain parameter. The key contributions of this paper are
three-fold. First, we formalize an approach based on scenario optimization, in which we draw fixed
independent samples of the uncertain parameter and examine a novel notion of regret, termed as
the scenario regret under re-draw. Second, we present a scenario-based iterative algorithm using
the UCB) of multiple scenarios to decide at what point to evaluate the blackbox function. For
this algorithm, we characterize a high probability upper bound on the regret for any finite number
of iterations of the algorithm. Further, we analyze the consistency of this algorithm in terms of
the conditions under which the regret tends to zero asymptotically with the number of iterations
with high probability. We supplement our analysis with numerical results on a simple illustrative
example.
Since the analysis in our paper leverages regret bounds in GP optimization literature [4], our
results are explicit in terms of upper bounds on regret in the problem under uncertainty as opposed
to only bounds on violation probability which has been the focus on most of scenario optimization
literature. For ease of exposition, we have restricted our attention in this paper to the case of the
domain of the function to be a discrete set. By introducing additional assumptions on the function
to be optimized, the results here can be extended to a continuous and compact domain akin to the
non-robust problem [4].
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This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a brief background related to the frame-
work used in this paper. Section 3 presents the problem formulation and formally introduces the
notion of regret considered in this paper. Section 4 presents the UCB based algorithm and presents
technical results on upper bounds on the regret under re-draw. Section 5 illustrates the results
using a numerical example. Section 6 summarizes the work done with some directions identified
for future research. The appendix contains the proofs of all the theoretical results.
2 Background Results and Notation
We begin with a summary of the Gaussian Process Upper Confidence Bound (GP-UCB) technique,
one of the Bayesian approaches to blackbox optimization and then summarize a result from the
scenario approach. In contrast to the gradient-based optimization approaches, in a bandit setting
only a noisy value of the objective function at the query point can be obtained. Due to presence
of noise, the nominal value of function cannot be known with probability one in finite time. This
leads to the so-called explore-versus-exploit trade-off in sequential decision-making: to select next
query point to improve belief or to select the best point per current belief.
2.1 GP-UCB Algorithm [4]
Consider the problem of sequentially optimizing an unknown function F (x). In each round t, we
choose a point xt ∈ X ⊂ Rd and evaluate the function value at xt. The goal is to maximize total
reward, i.e., max
∑T
t=1 F (xt). A reasonable performance metric is the average regret, i.e., the excess
cost due to not knowing F ’s maximizer apriori. The instantaneous regret rt := F (x
∗)− F (xt) and
the average regret after T rounds is RT :=
1
T
∑
t=1 rt, where x
∗ is the maximizer of F .
The main idea behind the GP-UCB algorithm is to maintain a surrogate of F (x) using a GP.
This implies that given noisy samples yT := [y1, . . . , yT ]
′ of F evaluated at AT := {x1, . . . , xT },
respectively, the posterior over F is a Gaussian distribution mean µT (x) and covariance kT (x, x
′)
given by
µT (x) = kT (x)
T (KT + ρ
2I)−1yT ,
kT (x, x
′) = k(x, x′)− kT (x)T (KT + ρ2I)−1kT (x′),
σT (x) =
√
kT (x, x), (1)
where k(·, ·) is the kernel function, the vector
kT (x) := [k(x1, x) . . . k(xT , x)]
T , KT is the positive semi-definite kernel matrix [k(x, x
′)]x,x′∈AT and
ρ is the standard deviation of the Gaussian measurement noise in the samples y. Then the GP-UCB
algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 1, where βt is appropriately chosen.
Algorithm 1 GP-UCB for Blackbox Optimization
1: Input: GP parameters: µ0(·), σ0(·), k(·, ·), ρ.
2: for t = 1, 2, . . . do
3: Choose xt = argmax
x∈Rd
µt−1(x) +
√
βtσt−1(x).
4: Obtain yt = F (xt) + nt.
5: Update the GP parameters µt(·), σt(·) using (1).
6: end for
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Theorem 2.1 (Regret bound (Theorems 1 & 4, [4])) Suppose that F is sampled from a known
GP prior with known noise variance ρ2, and that the set X is finite. Let T∗ ∈ {1, . . . , T},
βt := 2 log(|X|pi2t2/(6)) and λˆ1, . . . , λˆ|X| denote the eigenvalues of the kernel k evaluated over
the entire set X ×X. Then, the regret of the GP-UCB algorithm belongs to O
(√
βT γT
T
)
with high
probability, i.e.,
P
{
RT ≤
√
8βTγT
T log(1 + ρ−2)
∀T ≥ 1
}
≥ 1− ,
where γT satisfies
γT ∈ O(ρ−2(T
|X|∑
j=T∗+1
λˆj + T∗ log(T
|X|∑
j=1
λˆj))). 
2.2 Probabilistic Constraint Satisfaction [16]
Given a function G : X × V → R, for any given xˆ ∈ X, suppose that a multisample {v1, . . . , vN} is
drawn from V N according to probability PV N . Suppose also that
M := max
j∈{1,...,N}
G(xˆ, vj).
We are interested in quantifying the violation probability, i.e., for a new sample v ∈ V ,
pv := Pv(v ∈ V : G(xˆ, v) > M).
The result below quantifies the number of samples N required so that the violation probability is
below a specified threshold.
Theorem 2.2 (Violation Probability Bound [16]) For given ζ, η ∈ (0, 1), suppose that the
number of samples
N ≥
log 1ζ
log 11−η
.
Then, with probability at least 1− ζ, pv ≤ η. 
A useful corollary of this sample complexity bound for the purpose of this paper is the following.
Corollary 2.1 (Violation probability) Suppose that the number of samples
N =
⌈
1
η
log
1
ζ
⌉
.
Then, with probability at least 1− ζ, pv ≤ η. 
The proof of this result follows from the simple fact that log(1/(1− η)) ≥ η,∀η ∈ [0, 1).
3 Problem set-up
This goal of this paper is to optimize a scalar function y = F (x, δ), where x ∈ X is a decision /
optimization variable and δ ∈ ∆ is an uncertain parameter, the output y ∈ R and the function
F : X ×∆→ R. The main challenges are:
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1. The function F is a black-box or a simulation and the computation of derivative of F is very
expensive, ruling out any gradient-based approaches.
2. There are uncertain parameters δ which might be stochastic with unknown distribution, but
we can draw independent and identically distributed samples from this unknown distribution.
This paper considers the following optimization problem
max
x∈X
min
δ∈∆
F (x, δ), (2)
where the set ∆ could be a continuum. Problem (2) can be interpreted as maxx∈X, τ∈R τ subject to
constraints minδ∈∆ F (x, δ) ≥ τ . Thus, the total number of constraints in (2) are potentially infinite,
thereby making the problem computationally intractable, except for some simple cases [22].
We make the following assumption on the uncertainty δ.
Assumption 3.1 (Probabilistic uncertainty) The uncertainty δ is a random variable with prob-
ability distribution function, Pδ : ∆→ R≥0. 
We now introduce the following assumption on F .
Assumption 3.2 (Robust Gaussian Process) For any fixed value of δ, the function F (·, δ) is
a realization of a spatial GP with the mean function equal to zero (without loss of generality) and
a kernel kδ(x, x′). In the following, we will denote such a realization by ω ∈ Ω. 
There are three main categories of uncertainty in the blackbox optimization. The first is the
endogeneous uncertainty that corresponds to fundamental differences in different environments of
interest. For example, in the context of energy efficient buildings, endogenous uncertainty may
correspond to variability due to differences in architecture of different buildings. The second is
the exogenous uncertainty that corresponds variability due to external variables such as number
of occupants in the building. Together, these two uncertainties describe the underlying objective
function that maps to the realization of the GP in our framework. The third is the uncertainty in
accessing the realized value of the objective function and is captured by the measurement noise. In
the following, we capture inaccessible exogenous uncertainty via uncertain parameter and drop the
term exogenous for brevity.
Since the realization of the GP is determined by both ω and δ, a natural question to ask is why
should we adopt robust optimization instead of learning the actual realization of the GP using the
GP-UCB algorithm? Recall that the value of the function at a query point is computed using a
noisy blackbox simulator that may have access to endogenous uncertainty but not to exogenous
uncertainty. Therefore, we want the simulated values to be robust with respect to the actual realized
value. Furthermore, when the policy that we design using the blackbox simulator is applied to the
physical system in real time, we need to ensure that the performance guarantees (measured via
regret bounds) for the blackbox simulator also hold for the physical system. Towards this end, we
introduce a novel notion of robust regret.
Let DN := {(ωi, δi) | i ∈ {1, . . . , N}} ∈ (Ω ×∆)N be the set of N independent and identically
drawn samples of (ω, δ). In scenario approach to robust optimization, the robustness is computed
with respect to an additional (N + 1)-th sample of the uncertain parameter. In the context of
sequential optimization, we can draw this additional sample once at the beginning of the sequential
process and compute robustness at each step with respect to this additional draw. More generally,
we can sample a new (N + 1)-th sample after every α(N)→ N steps and compute robustness with
respect to this additional sample. The function α(·) is termed as the frequency of re-draw and we
make the following assumption.
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Assumption 3.3 The function α(·) satisfies 1 ≤ α(t) ≤ t, for each t ∈ N.
The lower bound in Assumption 3.3 arises in the case when we sample a single additional
scenario once at the beginning of the sequential process. The upper bound arises in the case when
we sample a new (N + 1)-th scenario at each iteration of the sequential process. This notion of
robustness corresponds to probability that the max-min solution obtained using some policy with N
scenarios will remain the same when an additional (fresh) scenario is presented after every specific
number of iterations. We refer to this notion of robustness as robustness under re-draw.
Assumption 3.3 is similar in spirit to the assumption in the multi-armed bandit problem lit-
erature on the number of break-points in an abruptly changing environment [23, 24, 25]. Loosely
speaking, the frequency of re-draw is a time-scale separation between the sampling rate and the
rate of change in the environment. Intuitively, a frequency of re-draw that is a sub-linear function
of T allows for infinitely many samples between two redraws in the limit T → +∞ and in this
regime, the underlying functions can be learnt asymptotically.
In the following, we denote the (N +1)-th scenario at time t ∈ N by dtN+1 = (ωtN+1, δtN+1). The
scenario version of the problem (2) given by
J(DN ) := max
x∈X
min
d∈DN
F (x, d). (3)
Let (x∗[N ], d∗[N ]) be the unique solution to (3), where d∗[N ] := (ωi∗[N ], δi∗[N ]). We define the
following notion of regret corresponding to robustness under re-draw.
Definition 3.1 (Scenario regret under re-draw) Given an algorithm generating a sequence of
decisions (xt, it), t ∈ {1, . . . , T} and it ∈ {1, . . . , N}, the scenario regret under re-draw of the
algorithm is given by
Rre-drawT (DN ∪{d1N+1, . . . , dTN+1}) :=
1
T
T∑
t=1
(J(DN ∪ dtN+1)− F (xt, dit)), (4)
where, given a frequency of re-draw α, the sequence of samples {d1N+1, . . . , dTN+1} satisfies
d
α(t)
N+1 = d
α(t)+1
N+1 = . . . = d
α(t+1)−1
N+1 , (5)
for every t ∈ {1, . . . , T}. 
Note that in Rre-drawT , the sequence of decisions is computed using only N scenarios and the
regret is computed after incorporating the (N + 1)-th scenario. Recall that these scenarios are
unknown realizations of GP and need to be learned in a bandit setting. There are three sources of
randomness in the above formulations of the robustness/regret: (i) the random draw of N scenarios;
(ii) the random draw of (N + 1)-th scenario(s); and (iii) the noise in function evaluation at query
point.
We seek to design an algorithm and compute an associated upper bound on the above notion of
regret. We will focus on finite time as well as asymptotic analysis of the regret associated with the
algorithm. Although we assume that the set X is finite and discrete, the asymptotic case remains
of interest due to aforementioned sources of noise. We are interested in consistent algorithms that
are defined as follows.
Definition 3.2 (Consistent Algorithm) An algorithm is said to be consistent if it generates a
sequence of decisions xt and possibly δit, such that the regret under re-draw asymptotically tends to
zero as T → +∞. 
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4 Scenario Regret under Re-draw
In this section, we will first establish robustness properties for the scenario regret under re-draw.
Then, we will present an algorithm and establish associated guarantees on the scenario regret under
re-draw.
4.1 Robustness of scenario regret under re-draw
Proposition 4.1 (Probabilistic robustness guarantees) Given the parameters η, ζ ∈ (0, 1),
the scenario regret under re-draw defined in (4) with N = dα(T )/η log(1/ζ)e, satisfies
P
(
d1N+1, . . . , d
α(T )
N+1 ∈ (Ω×∆)α(T ) |Rre-drawT (DN ∪{d1N+1, . . . , dTN+1}) = Rre-drawT (DN )
)
> 1− η,
with probability at least 1− ζ. 
In Proposition 4.1, the outer probability is with respect to N -sample, and the inner probability
is defined with respect to a new (N + 1)-th sample. Proposition 4.1 implies that if we have a large
number of samples of uncertain parameter d = (ω, δ), then with high probability the average regret
of a sequence of choices with respect to sampled set DN will remain the same with the addition of
a sequence of new N + 1-th samples dtN+1.
4.2 A UCB based Algorithm
In view of the robustness guarantees from Proposition 4.1, we now focus on solving problem (3).
Since F (x, d) is a black-box function, it is tempting to treat x 7→ mind∈DN F (x, d) as a black-box
function and apply Algorithm 1 to solve (3). However, black-box computation of F (x, di) for each
i ∈ {1, . . . , N} is a realization of some Gaussian random variable. The minimum of these Gaussian
random variables is no longer a Gaussian random variable, and we cannot apply Algorithm 1 to
mind∈DN F (x, d).
Our approach is described in Algorithm 2, in which we maintain a GP for each i, and only
update the GP associated with (seemingly) the worst scenario (it) at each iteration. At every
iteration t, nt ∼ N (0, ρ2) are independently generated. The key idea behind Algorithm 2 is that
only one GP realization is updated at each iteration making the implementation scalable from a
computational viewpoint.
We now present bounds on the regret under re-draw (4) under Algorithm 2.
Theorem 4.1 (Regret under re-draw) For each i ∈ {1, . . . , N}, let λˆij’s denote eigenvalues of
the kernel matrix kδi evaluated over the set X ×X. For Algorithm 2 applied to problem (3) with
βt := 2 log(|X|pi2t2/(3)) and regret under re-draw (4), the following statement holds.
1. For any T ≥ 1,
P
(
Rre-drawT (DN ) ≤
√
8βTγT
T log(1 + 1/ρ2)
)
≥ 1− ,
where, γT =
∑N
i=1 γ
i
T and
γiT ∈ O(ρ−2(T
∑|X|
j=2 λˆ
i
j + log
(
T
∑|X|
j=1 λˆ
i
j
)
)).
2. For all T > |X|, the claim in 1) holds with the choice of γiT ∈ O(|X| log
(
T
∑|X|
j=1 λˆ
i
j
)
.

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Algorithm 2 Scenario Upper Confidence Bound
1: Input: A positive integer N , Pd(·) and the blackbox function F (·, ·)
2: Draw a multi-sample d1, . . . , dN using Pd(·).
3: Choose initial values of GP parameters {(µ10(·), σ10(·)), . . . , (µN0 (·), σN0 (·))} and
kδ1(·, ·), . . . , kδN (·, ·).
4: Di0 = ∅,∀i ∈ {1, . . . , N}.
5: for t = 1, 2, . . . do
6: Set xt := argmax
x∈X
min
i∈{1,...,N}
µit−1(x) +
√
βtσ
i
t−1(x)
7: Set it ∈ argmin
i∈{1,...,N}
µit−1(xt) +
√
βtσ
i
t−1(xt)
8: Obtain yt = F (xt, dit) + nt
9: Dt := Dt−1 ∪ {xt, yt, it}
10: Update GP parameters (µitt , σ
it
t ) using (1).
11: end for
We now summarize Proposition 2 and Theorem 4.1.
Corollary 4.1 For the policy obtained from Algorithm 2 solving problem (3) with N = dα(T )/η log(1/ζ)e
scenarios, with probability at least 1− ζ,
P
({
d1N+1, . . . , d
α(T )
N+1 ∈ Ωα(T ) ×∆α(T )
∣∣∣
P
(
Rre-drawT (DN ∪{d1N+1, . . . , dTN+1}) ≤
√
8βTγT
T log(1 + 1/ρ2)
≥ 1− 
})
≥ 1− η. 
Note the three levels of probability in Corollary 4.1. The outermost probability of (1−ζ) is with
respect to the N samples drawn in the scenario approach, the middle probability is the probability
that measures robustness with respect to the additional draws (d1N+1, . . . , d
α(T )
N+1), and the innermost
probability is with respect to the temporal realizations of the N measurement noise sequences. We
conclude this section with the following result.
Proposition 4.2 (Consistency) With high probability, the regret scales as
O
(√α(T )|X|
ηT
log
1
ζ
log
|X|T 2

log(|X|T )
)
In other words, a sufficient condition for consistency of Algorithm 2 in the sense of Definition 3.2,
is that α(T ) must scale strictly sub-linearly with T . 
The proof of this claim follows from Corollary 4.1 which implies that the regret under re-draw scales
as O(
√
N |X| log(|X|T 2/) log(|X|T )/T ) in the general case of any arbitrary T ≥ 1. Additionally,
consistency may not be guaranteed if one draws a new (N + 1)-th scenario at every iteration to
test for robustness, which corresponds to α(T ) = ξT , for some ξ ∈ (0, 1].
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5 Numerical Results
In this section, we provide some numerical results for Algorithm 2. In these numerical experiments,
we set X := {0, 0.01, 0.02, . . . 1} and we choose a squared exponential kernel,
kδ(x1, x2) := exp
(
− (x1 − x2)
2
(0.05 + 0.01δ)2
)
,
where δ is distributed uniformly randomly in the interval [0, 1]. The function F is generated as per
Assumption 3.2. With the choice of N = 20 scenarios, Figure 1 summarizes the actual regret of
Algorithm 2 with the choice of three different functions α: 1) α(t) = t0.1, 2) α(t) = t0.4, and 3)
α(t) = t.
Figure 1: Numerical evolution of the regret under re-draw using the UCB approach (Algorithm 2)
for the choice of three functions α: 1) α(t) = t0.1, 2) α(t) = t0.4, and 3) α(t) = t.
We first observe that after a few iterations the regret Rre-drawT is already below 0.5 and continues
to decrease as is expected. Further, after an initial transient of about 200 iterations, the asymptotic
regret suggests a monotonic trend with the value of the parameter ν in α(t) = tν . Furthermore,
although Proposition 4.2 provides only a sufficient condition for Rre-drawT tending to zero asymp-
totically for the choice of ν < 1, we observe that in practice, Rre-drawT tends to zero even with the
choice of ν = 1, with far fewer number of scenarios N than in the sufficient condition. These results
suggest that there is room for improved sample complexity analysis of this method.
6 Conclusion and Future Directions
We applied the scenario approach to robust optimization of a blackbox function in a bandit setting.
This paper assumed that the blackbox function can be modeled as a GP for every realization of
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the uncertain parameter. We developed a scenario approach in which we draw fixed independent
samples of the uncertain parameter and introduced a notion of regret under re-draw. We formalized
a variant of a scenario-based iterative algorithm using the UCB of multiple scenarios to decide
at what point to evaluate the blackbox function. For this algorithm, we characterized a high
probability upper bound on the regret under re-draw for any finite number of iterations of the
algorithm and further characterized conditions under which the regret tends to zero asymptotically
with the number of iterations with high probability. Finally we supplemented our analysis with
numerical results on a simple example.
Future directions include improved and tighter bounds on the high probability guarantees, and
improved techniques based on sequential sampling of the scenarios.
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Appendix: Mathematical Proofs
We now present the mathematical proofs of the results.
6.1 Proof of Proposition 4.1
Problem (3) is equivalent to
max
x∈X,τ∈R
τ
subj. to F (x, di) ≥ τ, for all i ∈ {1, . . . , N}.
(6)
Let the optimal value of τ be τ∗[N ]. Then, τ∗[N ] = F (x∗[N ], di∗[N ]). Further, let the solution
of (6) after addition of additional constraint associated with dtN+1 be (τ
∗
t [N + 1], x
∗
t [N + 1]), and
i∗t [N + 1] be an active constraint such that τ∗t [N + 1] = F (x∗t [N + 1], di∗t [N+1]). Since adding a
constraint cannot increase the objective function in (6),
τ∗t [N + 1] ≤ τ∗[N ]. (7)
Since mind∈DN F (x
∗[N ], d) = τ∗[N ], with the choice of N = dα(T )/η log(1/ζ)e, it follows from
Corollary 2.1 that, with probability1 at least 1− ζ,
P(dtN+1 ∈ Ω×∆ |F (x∗[N ], dtN+1) ≥ τ∗[N ]) ≥ 1−
η
α(T )
.
Furthermore, if F (x∗[N ], dtN+1) ≥ τ∗[N ], then
τ∗t [N + 1] = F (x
∗
t [N + 1], di∗[N+1]) ≥ τ∗[N ]. (8)
From (7) and (8), it follows that
P
(
dtN+1 ∈ Ω×∆ |F (x∗[N ], di∗[N ]) = F (x∗t [N + 1], di∗t [N+1])
) ≥ 1− η
α(T )
, (9)
with probability at least 1 − ζ. Now if F (x∗[N ], di∗[N ]) = F (x∗t [N + 1], di∗t [N+1]) holds for every
t ∈ {1, . . . , T}, then Definition 3.1 implies that
Rre-drawT (DN ∪{d1N+1, . . . , dTN+1}) = Rre-drawT (DN ).
Further, using (5), we conclude that
P
(
d1N+1, . . . , d
α(T )
N+1 ∈ (Ω×∆)α(T ) |Rre-drawT (DN ∪{d1N+1, . . . , dTN+1}) 6= Rre-drawT (DN )
)
= P
( α(T )⋃
k=1
F (x∗[N ], di∗[N ]) 6= F (x∗k[N + 1], di∗k[N+1])
)
≤
α(T )∑
k=1
P(F (x∗[N ], di∗[N ]) 6= F (x∗k[N + 1], di∗k[N+1]))
≤ α(T ) η
α(T )
= η,
with probability at least 1 − ζ, where the final inequality is due to (9). The claim follows from
Definition 3.1.
1This probability is with respect to the multi-sample d1, . . . , dN that defines τ
∗[N ].
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6.2 Proof of Theorem 4.1
We now analyze Algorithm 2. At the t-th iteration, define the instantaneous regret r as
r(xt, dit) := max
x∈X
min
d∈DN
F (x, d)− F (xt, dit).
We begin with establishing high probability bounds on r(xt, dit).
Lemma 6.1 (Instantaneous regret bound) Suppose that the set X is discrete and finite. Then,
for any t ≥ 1,
P(r(xt, dit) ≤ 2
√
βtσ
it
t−1(xt)|Dt−1) ≥ 1− 2|X|e−βt/2,
for each i ∈ {1, . . . , N}, where the underlying random variable corresponds to the posterior distri-
bution of the GP F (x, dit) conditioned on Dt−1 defined in Algorithm 2.
Proof: Assumption 3.2 implies that the posterior of F (x, di) conditioned on Dt−1 is Gaussian with
mean µit−1(x) and standard deviation σit−1(x). For any t and for any i:
F (x, di)|Dt−1 ∼ N (µit−1(x), (σit−1(x))2).
From the concentration of measures inequality for Gaussian random variables, for any i, we have
P(|F (x, di)− µit−1(x)| >
√
βtσ
i
t−1(x)|Dt−1) ≤ 2e−βt/2.
Using the union bound, we have for any i and for all x ∈ X,
P(|F (x, di)− µit−1(x)| >
√
βtσ
i
t−1(x)|Dt−1) ≤ 2|X|e−βt/2. (10)
Now consider
r(xt, δit) ≤ F (x∗[N ], dit)− F (xt, dit),
where x∗[N ] is a solution of the sampled problem (6). Therefore, with probability at least 1 −
2|X|e−βt/2, we have
r(xt, dit) ≤ µitt−1(x∗[N ]) +
√
βtσ
it
t−1(x
∗[N ])− µitt−1(xt) +
√
βtσ
it
t−1(xt)
≤ µitt−1(xt) +
√
βtσ
it
t−1(xt)− µitt−1(xt) +
√
βtσ
it
t−1(xt)
= 2
√
βtσ
it
t−1(xt),
where the second inequality follows from the definition of xt in step 6 of Algorithm 2. This completes
the proof. 
We now present the proof of Theorem 4.1.
With βt = 2 log(|X|pi2t2/(3)), it follows from Lemma 6.1 that
P(r(xt, dit) > 2
√
βtσ
it
t−1(xt)) ≤ 6/pi2t2.
By applying union bound,
P(r(xt, dit) > 2
√
βtσ
it
t−1(xt), for some t ∈ N) ≤ .
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Therefore, following steps similar to those in [4], with probability at least 1− ,
T∑
t=1
r(xt, dit)
2 ≤
T∑
t=1
4βt(σ
it
t−1(xt))
2 ≤ 4βT
T∑
t=1
N∑
i=1
(σit−1(xt))
21(it = i)
≤ 4βT
log(1 + 1/ρ2)
N∑
i=1
T∑
t=1
log
(
1 +
(σit−1(xt))2
ρ2
)
,
where the last inequality follows since s2 ≤ log(1 + s2)/(ρ2 log(1 + 1/ρ2)) for each s ∈ [0, 1/ρ2] [4].
Let γiT =
1
2
∑T
t=1 log
(
1 +
(σit−1(xt))
2
ρ2
)
. It follows from Theorem 2.1 (with the choice of T∗ = 1
therein) that
γiT ∈ O
(
ρ−2
(
T
|X|∑
j=2
λˆij + log(T
|X|∑
j=1
λˆij)
))
.
From Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, it follows that
Rre-drawT (DN ) ≤
1
T
√√√√T T∑
t=1
r(xt, dit)
2 ≤
√
8βTγT
T log(1 + 1/ρ2)
,
which establishes the first claim of this theorem. To establish the second claim, observe that in the
regime of T ≥ |X|, with the choice of T∗ = |X| in Theorem 2.1, we have
γiT ∈ O
( |X|
ρ2
log
(
T
|X|∑
j=1
λˆij
))
,
which leads to the second claim.
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